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Abstract. Let $f denote the group of homeomorphisms of a cr-compact manifold
M which preserve a locally positive non-atomic measure /u.. Such a manifold can
be compactified by adjoining ideal points called 'ends', collectively denoted by E.
Every homeomorphism h in 3C induces a measure preserving system (E, Si, /A*, h*)
where Si is the algebra of clopen subsets of E, /x* is a 0-oo measure induced on E
by fi, and h*: E -> E is a (A*-preserving homeomorphism. For any induced homeo-
morphism cr=f*, where / belongs to 3€, define 3€<7 = {he 3€: h* = a}. We prove that
ergodicity is generic in %£„ for the compact-open topology if and only if (E, Si, /A*,
cr) is incompressible and ergodic. Furthermore 'M^ contains an ergodic homeomorph-
ism if and only if (£, Si, /A*, a) is incompressible. Since the identity on M induces
the identity on E, which is incompressible, our results establish that every manifold
(M, fi) supports an ergodic ^-preserving homeomorphism.

1. Introduction

Let M be a metrizable connected n- manifold, n > 2 , possibly with boundary. Let
f ibea cr-finite nonatomic Borel measure on M which is positive on nonempty open
sets, finite on compact sets, and zero on the boundary of M. We show that in all
such cases (M, fi) can support an ergodic /^-preserving self homeomorphism,
although such homeomorphisms need not be typical. As in previous work on this
problem, we apply Baire category arguments to various closed subspaces of the
topologically complete group 3€ = 5if(M, /A) of all homeomorphisms of M which
preserve /A. We endow Sif with the compact-open topology.

In the first result of this type Prasad [P] showed that ergodicity is generic (dense
Gs) in 3£(M,/A) when M is Euclidean n-space R" and /A is Lebesgue measure.
Prasad's result parallels the theorem of Oxtoby and Ulam [O-U] which asserts that
ergodicity is generic in $?(M, /A) when M is any compact connected manifold (and
fi is finite) see also f A2], [K-St] and [F]. However, unlike the topological generality
of the theorem in the compact case, Prasad's result does not hold for all metrizable
( = o--compact) manifolds. This was observed by Alpern [A4] who pointed out that
the translation T{d, r) = (d, r+1) of the infinite cylinder S1 x R could not be approxi-
mated by any ergodic homeomorphism, so that ergodicity is not a generic (or even
dense) property in $?(S'xlR, Lebesgue). To distinguish between the two cases
exemplified by R" and S1 x U it was necessary in a previous paper [A-P] to consider
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2 5. Alpern and V. S. Prasad

the set E of 'ends' of M. In section two we give a formal definition of these ideal
points which describe ways of going to infinity on M. Euclidean space U", n > 2,
has a single end (point at infinity) whereas the cylinder S1 x R has two ends. We
have previously shown that ([A-P, Theorem 3, (iii)]) a necessary and sufficient
condition for ergodicity to be generic in W is that M have at most one end of infinite
measure.

To obtain results about manifolds with more than one end we need to exploit
the titled 'induced dynamics on ends' in the following sense. Every homeomorphism
h in $?(M, /x) induces a fx*-preserving homeomorphism h*:E-*E, where /x* is a
0-oo measure on the algebra 3. consisting of clopen subsets of E, where E is
topologized as described in § 2. The main idea of this paper is to relate the ergodic
properties of a homeomorphism h in W(M, (x) to the properties of the dynamical
system (E, 2., /x*, h*) or the topological dynamics of h*:E->E. In particular we
consider the presence or absence, and possible genericity, of ergodicity in the closed
subspaces Wa = {h e W(M, fx): h* = a} of 3€(M, fx) where a=f* for some / in "X.
The following are our main results.

THEOREM 2. %€„ contains an ergodic homeomorphism if and only if the induced
dynamical system (E, 2., /x*, a) is incompressible.

THEOREM 3. Ergodicity is generic in %€„ if and only if the induced dynamical system
is ergodic and incompressible.

Theorem 2 can be specialized to show that (M, /x) always supports an ergodic
/u-preserving homeomorphism. If i denotes the identity on M then **, the identity
on E, is obviously incompressible. Hence 5if,-* contains an ergodic homeomorphism,
by Theorem 2. Thus we have shown the following.

THEOREM 4. (M, fx) always supports an ergodic ^.-preserving homeomorphism.

A new concept introduced in this paper is the 'end-charge' ch induced by any
homeomorphism h in 3€(M, fi) on the ends of M. Formally, ch is a finitely additive
signed measure on the algebra of /i*-invariant clopen sets of E. The intuitive version
of the end-charge is the net charge put on each end if M consists of balanced
distributions of electrons and protons, each distributed according to the measure
/x, of which only the electrons move according to h. The details, in a more mathemati-
cal version, are in § 4.

In our previous paper [A-P] we considered some of the same problems, but for
technical reasons we were forced to restrict our attention to manifolds with only
finitely many ends. The present paper is largely independent of that one, although
we use the following topological results derived there. We showed [A-P] that any
cr-compact connected manifold is the countable union of an increasing family of
compact connected manifolds. This was an application of recent results of Kirby
and Siebenmann [K-S] and Quinn [Q]. For this paper we will need the following
version.

THEOREM A ([A-P, Lemma 0]). Every compact subset ofM is contained in the interior
of a set R which has the following properties (which we call a 'separating set'):
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Ends of a non-compact manifold 3

(i) R is a compact connected manifold with boundary, dim (R) = dim (M);
(ii) ix(boundary R) = 0;
(iii) M -R has no bounded (relatively compact) components.

To avoid confusion we note that the definition of 'separating set' in [A-P] had an
additional property with respect to ends, which we do not require here.

2. The ends E of M
An 'end' of a manifold M is, roughly speaking , a way of going to infinity on M.
More precisely, an end of M is a function e which assigns to each compact subset
K of M a non-empty connected component, denoted e(K), of M — K, in such a
way that K^ K2 implies e(K2)<= e(Ki). We will denote the set of all ends of M
by £. For A c E we define A{K) = {JeeA e(K), for any compact set K.

The manifold M may be compactified by adjoining the ends E and defining for
each compact set K <= M a typical neighborhood NK(e0) of an end e0 as the set

Every compact set K determines an equivalence relation ~ on E by e ~e' if and
only if e(K) = e'(K). For each compact K let SPK denote the finite partition of E
into equivalence classes modulo ~ and let 3K denote the finite algebra generated
by 9>K. (That is, elements of &K are the atoms of StK.) Observe that the algebra
3={JK 3K is identical with the family of clopen subsets of E, in the relative
topology on E of the end-compactification of M described above. Thus £ is always
totally disconnected.

The measure /x on M induces a measure on (E, 3) as follows. If Q belongs to
3 then Q belongs to 3K for some separating set K. Define n*(Q) = 0 if fi( Q(K)) < oo
and /**(<?) = oo if n(Q(K)) = °o. This defines a 0-oo measure /x* on (E,3). The
measure ft* is nontrivial (fj,*{E)?iO) as long as n(M) = co.

3. The induced homeomorphism h* :E -» E
Every homeomorphism h:M-*M induces a homeomorphism h*: E -* E such that

[h*(e)](K) = h(e(h-\K))) (3.1)

for all e e £ and compact K c M. If /i preserves /x (i.e. if h e $f) then ft* preserves
/ix* (though not conversely). Thus every heffl induces a measure preserving system
(£, 3, jix*, ft*). To avoid later confusion it should be pointed out here that the
measurable sets constitute only an algebra (the algebra 3 of clopen sets of £) , not
a a- algebra, so the following definitions deserve more than the usual scrutiny.

Definition. The system (£, 3, /x*, a) is called compressible if there is a clopen set
Qe3 with fj.*(aQn ~Q) = 0 and /x*(Qncr(~Q))>0. Otherwise it is called incom-
pressible. The system is called ergodic if for every (invariant) set / e 3 with
/x*(J A a-/) = 0, either /x*(7) = 0 or /x*(~7) = 0.

As an example, let £ denote the totally disconnected space consisting of
- 1 , . . . , -1+5, - 1 + i 0, \, 1 - 5 , 1 - 5 , . . . , 1. Suppose a fixes - 1 and +1 and moves
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4 5. Alpern and V. S. Prasad

all other points to the next larger number. Assume fi* = 00 for all non-empty sets.
The reader should check that cr is ergodic and compressible.

PROPOSITION 1. Let h e 3€ and write a = h*. Let Q, and Q2 belong to 1K for some
separating set K. Then /i*(o-Q1n Q2)

 = o0 if and only if ^(hiQ^K)) n Q2(K)) = 00.

Proof. First suppose /x*(o-QlnQ2) = 00. By the definition of /J,* it follows that in
particular /x((o-Q,n Q2)(B)) = 00 for B = hKu K. But

= hQl(h~lB)nQ2(B)

c hQ,h~\hK)n Q2(K) since K c J3 and

Therefore fi(h(Ql{K))nQ2(K)) = 00.
Now assume /u,*(<rQ1n (?2)<00

) or equivalently ^.*((crQ1n <22)^)<oo for a
separating set R^ K u hK. Observe that

= o-Qx(hK)

and
Q2(K)<=RuQ2(R).

Therefore

and

THEOREM 1. If (E, Si, fi*, a) is a compressible system then S€a contains no recurrent
(hence no ergodic) homeomorphisms.

Proof. Suppose h belongs to %Ca (h* = cr) and some Qe 21 satisfies (i*((rQ n ~Q) = 0
and / i*(Qncr(~Q))>0. Choose a separating set K so that QeSlK and define
A = /iQ(K)n~(C?(A:)) and B = h(Q{k))nQ(K). It follows from Proposition 1
and our assumptions on Q, h and K, that fjb(A)<x> andju,(B) = 00.

Let J5' be any subset of B with fi(B')<oo and let X = Au B'. If /1 is recurrent
then it induces a /x-preserving automorphism T:X-*X by TX = /i<m)x, where m > 1
is the least integer with F x e l We claim that for all x in B', TX G A. To see this
suppose on the contrary that TX = hmxe BVThen hmx e h{Q{K)), so hm~lxe Q(K).
Since xeB'^B^Q(K) and /im~'xe (JCK) there is a least n, l < ^ s ^ w - l , for
which h"xeQ(K). Hence A(""1)xeQ(X) and so h"xe h(Q(K))nQ(K) = A. But
then /i"x e X with n< m, violating the minimality of m. So we have established that
T(B')CZA, SO that /j,(B')< /JL(A). But since our construction applies to any finite
measured subset B' of B, where /x(fi) = oo, we need only choose n(B')> fi(A) to
force a contradiction. Hence h is not recurrent.

PROPOSITION 2. Lethe 26„ and assume that the system (E,2.,n*,a) is incompressible.
For any separating set K, let Eu ..., Em be an enumeration of the elements of SPK
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having infinite measure. Define an mxm 0-1 matrix T = T(h, K) by ttj•= 1 if and
only if n(h(Ej(K)) n Ej(K)) = <x>. Then T is a recurrent matrix.

Proof. Suppose that for some i = 1 , . . . , m, r|,n) = 0 for n = 1, 2 , . . . . (Such a state is
called transient.) Let J = {j: t\f] = 1 for some /> = 1, 2 , . . . } , and define Q = [JjeJ £,-.
By Proposition 1 it follows that i**(o-Qn ~Q) = 0 and that /j.*(Qna(-~Q))>
/u.*(Qno-£,)>/u,*(£,) = oo. Thus o- is compressible.

4. 77)e end-charge
Every h in 3f induces on £ a charge (finitely additive signed measure) c = ch with
respect to the subalgebra $ = J>h* of ft*-invariant clopen sets. This section is devoted
to defining this 'end charge' c and to establishing some of its elementary properties.

For this discussion fix h in 3€ and let a denote h*. Let 3 = 3s„ be the subalgebra
of 2. given by 3={IeSl: fj.*(I A o7) = 0}. For every / in 3 there is a separating
X c M such that IeSLK. Define

This difference is well defined because both sets have finite measure, which follows
from Proposition 1. We now show that the choice of the separating set K is irrelevant.

PROPOSITION 3. Suppose I is a a= h* invariant set of ends belonging to both 2.K and
21 ic*. Then c(I, K) = c(I, K'), a number which henceforth will be written simply c(I).

Proof. Let R be any separating set containing K u hK u T ' f c Such an R can be
found by Theorem A. We will show that c(I, R) = c(I, K). This will establish the
Proposition since we can always find an R which has this relationship simultaneously
to both K and K', so that c(I, K') = c(I, R) = c{I, K). Let B = I(K)~I(R) and
observe that

-B = \h(iTR))r,I(R)][J[HK)nh(I(K))]
disj

disj

Therefore c(I, R)-c(I, K) = n(hB-B)-n(B-hB) = 0.

PROPOSITION 4. Let c = ch be the end-charge induced by some homeomorphism h in
JK on the algebra $ of h*-invariant clopen subsets of E. Then

(i) c(E) = 0;
(ii) AI*( / ) = 0 =» c(/) = 0;

(iii) ifI\,I2eJ> with Ixrsl2 = 0, then c( / ,u/ 2) = c(/,) + c(/2).

Proof, (i) For any separating set K, Ee°lK and E(K) = ~K. Therefore

(ii) if /u,*(7) = 0 then by definition there is a separating set K with fi(I(K))<oo.
Hence

(iii) For any K with / , e 2 K and J26 2 K , Ix(^I2 = 0 implies 7 1 (X)n / 2 (X) =
For such a K, c ( / , u / 2 , X) clearly equals c( /1 ; X) + c(/2, X).
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6 S. Alpern and V. S. Prasad

We observe that in a trivial sense the finite additivity of c on $ can be extended to
countable additivity since whenever / e $> is the disjoint union of / , , I2,..., all but
a finite number of those sets must be the empty set.

5. Topologies on <§ and 26
As in [Al] and [A4] our approach is to consider the space 26= 26(M, /x) as a
subspace of the group $ = ®(M, fi) of all invertible Borel measurable ^-preserving
transformations (not necessarily continuous) on M. We will use three topologies
on <S: the coarse (sometimes called 'weak'), uniform, and compact-open. These are
defined below by the following basic neighborhoods, where g and / belong to %
B and B, are finite measured subsets of M, K is compact, e and A are positive
numbers, d is the metric on M, and (finally) A denotes symmetric difference.
Coarse: T(g, A, fl,,..., Bn) = {/: /t(gft A/B() < A, i = 1 , . . . , «} ;
Uniform: °U(g, B, A) = {/: /x{xe B:f(x) *g(x)}< A};
Compact-open: <<?(g, K, e) = {/: d(f(x), g(x)) < s for a.e. x in K}.

The coarse topology is coarser than the other two, and (% coarse) and (26,
compact-open) are each topologically complete. Of course the compact-open
topology on ^ has been defined so that the relative topology on 26 is the usual
compact-open topology (uniform convergence on compact sets). For this relative
topology we may restrict the compact set K to the following type (Proposition 6).

Definition. A separating set K is called h-moving if fi(h(I(K))n K)>0 for every
fc*-invariant clopen set of ends / in SLK.

PROPOSITION 5. Let 96„ = {h e 26: h* = a} and let $ = $„ denote the algebra of cr-
invariant clopen subsets of E. For every h e %6a, let ch be the charge on 3. For each
fixed I e $„, the map ch(I): $6a -> R is continuous in the compact-open topology. Hence
the set %?„ = {he$6lT: ch = c) is closed, for every end-charge c on 36^. Furthermore, 26%
is invariant under right composition with any h e 26 of compact support.

Proof. We will prove the stronger assertion that c(I) is in fact continuous in the
coarse topology. Fix any compact set K such that / belongs to i n 2 K , so that
c(I) = c(I, K). If hj-* h in the coarse topology then

so that ch.(I, K)-*ch(I, K) as required.
Next, suppose that ht e 26^ has end-charge chl = c. If h2e 26 has compact support,

then h2(R) = R and h2(I(R)) = I(R) for some compact R with I e 3.R. Then cM 2(/) =
chjh2(I, R), and

PROPOSITION 6. Let he 26, e > 0 , and a separating set K be given. Then there is an
h' in 26 with compact support such that supxeMd(x, h'(x)) < e and K is hh'-moving.
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Ends of a non-compact manifold 7

Consequently there is a sub-basic family of compact-open topology open sets of the

form <£(g, K, e) where K is g-moving.

Proof. For each h*-invariant set of ends / in $h*r\2lK choose distinct topological
n-balls B, with diameter less than e such that fx.(B, n I(K))>0 and ^(B, n J\K))>
0. For each / choose a /A-preserving homeomorphism ht e 9C with support in Bt

such that B, n I(K) is not invariant under ht. There are several ways of constructing
h,. One way is to take hi to be any ergodic /x-preserving homeomorphism of B,
which fixes the boundary of B, (extended to M as the identity off Bt). Such an
ergodic homeomorphism exists by the results of Oxtoby and Ulam [O-U] mentioned
in the introduction. An easier way to construct h, is to use Theorem B [Al, Theorem
5.1] of §6. Let h' be the composition of the /i7's. Then by our construction h' is
small and K is hh'-moving.

6. Approximation by ergodic transformations
In this section we will prove (Theorem 2) that any /A-preserving homeomorphism
h of M can be approximated by an ergodic /x-preserving transformation / (not
necessarily continuous) in the following sense. Given any /i-moving compact set K,
f can be made pointwise close to h on K and set-wise the same as h on all sets
Q(K) where Qe3.K. In the case that /JL(M) is finite (Theorem 1) then the approxima-
tion / may be chosen with further properties (such as weak mixing).

For both of the above results we will need the folllowing local approximation
result (local meaning finite measure and compact) which was proved earlier [A3,
Theorems 2 and 3, and the proof of Theorem 3].

THEOREM B. Let ^ denote the group of all n-preserving bijections of a finite Lebesgue
space (X, 2., /x). Let T, , T2 belong to % with T2 antiperiodic. Let si be a finite subalgebra
of 2 such that the set map T,/si has no non-trivial periodic point (i.e. set). (This
means that there is no A e si-{X, 0} with T[(A) 6 sifori= 1 , . . . , m, andr™(A) = A.)
Then there is a conjugate T'2 = T~XT2T, T E S , ofr2 such that T'2(A) = x^A) for all Aesi.
Suppose further that d is a metric on X such that /J, is positive on open sets. Let Y
denote the union of all atoms of si whose TX image is relatively compact and connected.
Then given any <5>0 we may further ensure that T'2 satisfies d(r'2(x), T1(X))<8 for
fi-a.e. x in Y.

PROPOSITION 7. Assume /JL(M) <OO. Let h be a ^-preserving homeomorphism of M
and let K be any h-moving (compact) subset of M. Set K = M if M is compact. Then
for any antiperiodic \x-preserving bijection 6 of M, and any 8 > 0, there is a conjugate
/ = T~10T, re <£(M), ofd which satisfies

(i) d(r\y), h~\y)) <8for ^-a.e. y in h(K);
(ii) f(K) = h(K); and
(iii) f(Q(K)) = h(Q(K)) for every set of ends QeSLK.

Proof. First suppose that M is not compact. Apply Theorem B with T, = h~l, T2 = d~l

and si is the algebra consisting of sets of the form Q(K) or Q(K)u K, where Q
varies over StK. The assumption that K is /i-moving is what ensures that T,/si has
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8 S. Alpern and V. S. Prasad

no non-trivial periodic point. The automorphism/e ^ ( M ) defined by f~x = T'2,
where T'2 is the conjugate of T2 given by Theorem B, satisfies the requirements of
the proposition. In the case that K = M is compact, the above proof works trivially
with sd = {K,<3}.

PROPOSITION 8. Assume /u.(M) = oo. Let h be a ^-preserving homeomorphism of M
which induces an incompressible homeomorphism a = h* on E. Assume that the
end-charge ch induced by h on E is identically zero. Then given any h-moving subset
K ofM, and any 8 > 0, there is an ergodic ix-preserving automorphism f (not continuous,
in general) of M such that

(i) d(r\y), h~\y)) <8for f^-a.e. y in h(K);
(n) f(K) = h(K);

(iii) f(P(K)) = h(P(K))forallPe3PK.

Proof. Let SfK = { £ [ , . . . ,Em, Fm+1,..., F,} be the partition of E associated with
the compact set K (see § 2). This means the connected components of M - K are
E1(K),...,Em(K), F m + 1 ( X ) , . . . , F,(K) where the E,(K) have infinite measure
and the Fj(K) have finite measure. Proposition 2 says that the 0-1 mxm matrix
7, defined by ttj = 1 if and only if iM(hEt(K)r\ E}(K)) = oo, is recurrent. Consequently
the state space { 1 , . . . , m) can be partitioned into 'communicating sets' so that the
associated submatrices of T are irreducible. Suppose there are p such sets. Then
we will relabel the £ , , . . . , Em as C\, i = 1 , . . . , p, r=\,...,qi. Let C,, i = 1 , . . . , p
be the fi*-invariant sets defined by C, = U 'L , C\, and write C, = Q(K), Cr, = C-(K).
Let F = \j'i=m+lFi(K). For i = 1, .. . ,/>, let A,• = hCtn ~C, and let D, = C, n ~fcC,.
The assumption that the end charge induced by h is identically zero implies that
for / = 1, • • •, p, niAj) = /JiiDj) and the assumption that K is /i-moving implies that
this common number is positive.

Let X be the finite measured (but generally non-compact) set given by

X = K u hK u F u HFKJ A u D,

where A = Uf=i At and D = [_)?=l D,. Thus A, is the 'arrival from Ct' set consisting
of all points of X which came from C,, and similarly D, is the subset of X consisting

.A

of points which have 'departed' into C,. If y is a point of M whose h-orbit enters
X, with h"-"y£X, hay e X, ha+"yeX,...,hbyeX, hb+'yiX, then hay e A and

hhy e D. (It is possible, of course, that a = b and An Dr* 0.)
The construction of the ergodic approximation / of h is done in two steps. In

step 1, using finite measure techniques (particularly Theorem B), we construct an
ergodic /x-preserving automorphism / of the finite measure set X satisfying

(i') d{f-\y), h-\y)) < 8 for /x-a.e. y in h(K);

(ii') f(K) = h(K);

(iii') f(Fi{K)) = h(Fi(K)),i = m + l,...,ltindf(Di) = Aii = l,...,p._

In step 2 we utilize a skyscraper construction to extend the restriction of / to X — D
to the required automorphism / on M, using the ergodic transformation f = JA
induced on A by /. Since / A = A = / by construction, it will follow that / is also
ergodic.
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Ends of a non-compact manifold 9

Step 1. Define h: X -» X to be any /t-preserving automorphism of X which agrees
with fionK u U, = m+i ^i(-K) and maps Dt onto At, for i = 1 , . . . , p. Apply Theorem
B to T, = h ', with T2 any ergodic transformation, and si the finite algebra whose
atoms are h(K), h(Ft(K)), i = m + \,...,/, and Ak, i= 1,. . . ,p. As in the proof of
Proposition 7 the condition that h1 restricted to si has no nontrivial periodic point
(set) follows from the assumption that K is /i-moving. If we take / " ' : X -> X to be
the T'2 (conjugate of T2) given by Theorem B, then f:X->X has the required
properties listed above as (i') to (iii')-

Step 2. Let / be the transformation induced by / on A. Since ergodic transformations
induce ergodic transformations, / : A-* A is ergodic. The transformation / :X->X
may be represented as in Figure 1 by a 'skyscraper' construction with A as the base
and D as the union of tops, and / as the base transformation.

f / = /here

FIGURE 1. Skyscraper built on A.

Figure 1 is interpreted as follows. If x e X - D then f(x) is the point one level
up, directly above x. If x e D, let y denote the point below x in the base A. Then
f(x)=f(y).

The final stage in the construction of / is to place additional 'levels' above the
picture of Figure 1 and fill these levels with all the points of M - X. The number
of levels above any point of the base A will still be finite, but the sum of the measures
of all levels (horizontal sets) will be infinite. The required transformation/: M -» M
is simply the transformation obtained by moving directly up one level, if possible.
If x is at the top of the skyscraper, / is defined by f(x) =f(y), where y is the point
of A directly below x. The idea is the same as in the skyscraper version of/, except
now the picture has infinite measure. Any conservative transformation inducing an
ergodic transformation is ergodic, so / is ergodic. Furthermore, any point leaving
X by D, will return to X in At, by the construction step 1. So if we identify all
points above D, with points in C, = C,(X) the resulting transformation/ will satisfy
not quite condition (iii) but at least the weaker condition f(Ct{K)) = h{Ct{K)) for
i = l , . . . , p.
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To ensure property (iii) we proceed as follows. Fix any i = 1, . . . , p and let C
denote C\, for r = 1 , . . . , n = qt. Let B denote the 0-1 n x n submatrix of the m x m
matrix T corresponding to this set of n communicating states. As remarked earlier,
Proposition 2 guarantees that B is irreducible, where bjk = \ iff fi(hCj n Ck) = oo.
For the moment we will make the simplifying assumption

bjk = Q => n(hCJnCk) = 0. (*)

Since B is irreducible we can find a finite word W = W,W2W3 • • • Wz such that all
transitions WjWj+x are 'legal' (bw1wj+l = 1) and all legal transitions appear in W (if
bkr = 1 then for some j , VVJ = k and Wj+l = r). Furthermore we can ensure that W
is cyclic in the sense that W2W, is a 'legal' transition.

Observe that At = hCtn—Cj is the disjoint union of sets Ar = hCr
in~Ci, r =

l , . . . ,n , and Dt = Cin~hCi is the disjoint union of sets Ds = C*n~hCh s =
\,...,n. (Our notation for Ar and Ds suppresses the dependence on the fixed
number i, for simplicity). Now fix any column of the skyscraper picture for/: X -> X
with base A (see figure 1). Consider a subcolumn whose top II is a subset of Ds

and such that /(II) c Ar. See figure 2.

.A J\ A. A

Let WOWX • • • Wa be a word in { 1 , . . . , n} with legal ^-transitions and Wo= s,
Wa = Wz, a < n. Let W0Wl W2 • • • Wp be another word in { 1 , . . . , n} with legal
B-transitions and Wo= Wz, Wp = r, p < n. Then the word

W* = Wi W2 • • • WaWW- • • WWX W2 • • • Wp

has all legal B transitions regardless of how many repetitions of the word W it
contains. So we add column levels above II (of width /x(n)) and label each with
an integer in {1,.. . ,«} according to the word W*. We repeat this process above
different column tops of type II, choosing the number of repetitions of W so as to
guarantee that the total measure of the added column levels is infinite. This means
in particular that the measure of the added column levels labeled by the word W
is infinite, since the measure of the remaining levels is bounded by 2n /x(D,). If
brs = 1 the set of added column levels whose label is s and which lie above a column
level labeled r has infinite measure and may be identified, in a ^-preserving manner,
with the set C^nhC- = CKK-)nhC-(K). Hence it follows that f(C'(K)) =
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h(C'(K)) for r= 1, . . . , n, so that condition (iii) is satisfied, completing the proof
based on the additional assumption (*).

We now show how to amend the construction if (*) does not hold. Suppose
y = n(hCj n Ck) > 0 for somey, k with bjk = 0. We need some column levels labeled
k which lie above column levels labeled j . Let W be any word in { 1 , . . . , n} which
begins with Wt, ends with W2, and has all legal B-transitions except for one j
followed by a k. Suppose W has length L. Let II be some column top, as in our
previous construction, with width (/^-measure) 6. Choose p < 6 and an integer JV
with pN = y = /j.(hCJ nCk). Between a column level above II labeled Wz and the
next higher one labeled Wx, add NL column levels of width p, labeled as WW... W
(N repetitions). Then the column levels labeled k which are above levels labeled j
have measure y and can be identified with hCjnCk. This completes the proof
without assuming (*). See figure 3.

w,

w

w, x w

JV

FIGURE 3

7. Approximation of measurable by continuous transformations
In the previous section we showed (Propositions 7 and 8) that any ^-preserving
homeomorphism of M could be approximated, uniformly on a compact set K and
setwise on the open sets Q(K), by an ergodic //.-preserving transformation/ of M.
In this section we deal with the problem that / is not a homeomorphism, / e
c§(M)-ffl(M). We will need to show that the non-homeomorphism g = /i~'/can
be approximated in the coarse topology by a homeomorphism h' which, like /i '/,
is small on K. Then hh' will be near h on the set K, hence close to h in the
compact-open topology on $f(M). Also hh' will be near/ in the coarse topology,
hence it will be 'nearly ergodic'. The required result is Theorem 3.2 of [Al] which
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says that any ^i-preserving bijection of K (compact set, finite measure) which moves
all points a distance less than S can be approximated in the coarse topology by a
/x-preserving homeomorphism which moves all points a distance less than 8.
However for technical reasons we prefer to use the stronger result below (Theorem
C) which is obtained by combining Theorem 3.2 of [ Al] with the 'measure-preserving
Luzin Theorem' of J. C. Oxtoby [O] and H. E. White, Jr. [W] which asserts that
"X(K) is dense in ^(K) in the uniform topology (as defined in § 5).

THEOREM C (Theorem 5.1 of [Al]). Let (R, d) be a compact connected n-manifold
with the property that if d(x, y)<e there is a connected open set containing x and y
with diameter less than e. Let ^ be a finite Borel measure on R which is non-atomic,
locally positive, and zero for the boundary of R. Then given any fi-preserving bijection
g: R-> R with ess supx e R d(x, g(x)) < e and any A > 0, there is a ^-preserving homeo-
morphism h: R-> R which fixes the boundary of R and satisfies supxeR d(x, g{x)) < e
and fi{x :h(x) ¥=• g{x)} < A.

PROPOSITION 9. Let Kbe a separating subset ofM and let g: M -» M be a ^-preserving
bijection satisfying

(i) g(K) = K;
(ii) d(x, g(x))<Sfor pi-a.e. x in K;
(iii) g(P(K)) = P(K)forallPe9K.

Then any uniform (and hence any coarse) topology neighborhood °U of g contains a
homeomorphism he X with compact support satisfying (i)-(iii) with h replacing g.

Proof. Let %(g, B, A) = {fe (S: /i{xe B:f(x) * g(x)}< A} be a uniform topology
neighborhood of g, where n(B) <oo and A > 0 . For every P e ^ define BP = Bn
P{K) and choose A P >0 so that Xpe? ^p < A. For each P'e^ choose B'Pc BP so
that (JL(BP- B'p)<AP/2 and BPu gB'P is a relatively compact subset of P(K). It is
hypothesis (iii) that makes this possible. By Theorem A there is a compact connected
M-manifold (dim M = n) KP<^ P(K) with boundary measure zero which contains
B'P<J gB'P in its interior. Let gP be any /^-preserving automorphism of KP onto itself
which agrees with g on B'P. Now apply Theorem C to the restriction of g to K,
with distance bound S and measure error A/4. This yields a ^-preserving, boundary
fixing homeomorphism hK:K^>K satisfying conditions (i) and (ii) and /u.{xe
K : hK{x) •£ g(x)}< A/4. Similarly we apply Theorem C to each map gP : KP-> KP,
but without any distance bound in either the hypothesis or conclusion. This yields
/^-preserving homeomorphisms hP: KP-* KP which fix the boundary of KP and
satisfy (JL{XE KP: hP(x) ?* gP(x)}< AP/4. Let h e %€ be the yii-preserving homeo-
morphism which agrees with hK on K and hP on KP, Pe SPK, and is the identity
elsewhere.

8. Category theorems
In this section we prove the category theorems stated in the introduction.

PROPOSITION 10. / / (£, 5, ^*, a) is incompressible then the ergodic homeomorphisms
form a dense ®s subset of the set 3^ consisting of all he S^C with h* = a and ch = 0,
with respect to the compact-open topology.
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Proof. This statement is vacuous if $fCT is empty, so we exclude this possibility. We
may assume /u (M ) = oo, since Proposition 9 proves a stronger result when /j, (M) < oo.

Choksi and Kakutani [C-K] have shown that the subset £ of <&=(&(M, fi)
consisting of ergodic automorphisms is a % subset in the coarse topology. So we
may write % = 0^=1 ^ where each T, is a coarse topology open subset of 'S which
contains %. Since the compact-open topology is finer than the coarse topology, it
follows that each set Yt n $fCT is open in the relative compact-open topology on 36„.
Since the end-charge is continuous on %€„ (Proposition 5) it follows that 3%Z is a
closed subset of the topologically complete space $f (compact-open topology).
Hence the proposition will be a conseqence of the Baire Category Theorem if we
can show that each set Yt n ^ is a compact-open topology dense subset of Sf0^.

So we must show that Y n S^ r\ ^ ^ 0 for any compact-open neighborhood
<€=c€{h,K,e) (see section 5) with he 3^ and any coarse topology open set Y
containing % (in particular, Y = Yt). By Theorem A and Proposition 6 we may
assume that K is an to-moving separating set. Let 5 = w(e) where o» denotes the
uniform modulus of continuity of h on K. L e t / e 'S(M) be the ergodic automorphism
of M given by Proposition 8, which approximates h as follows:

(i) d(r\y), h~\y))< 8 for n-a.e. y in h(K);
(ii) f(K) = h(K);
(iii) f(P(K)) = h(P(K)) for all Pe&K.

Set g = h~1f. Since fe % <= Y it follows that g belongs to the coarse topology open
set h~lY. Furthermore g{K) = K and g(P(K)) = P(K) for all PE&K. For all x in

d(x, g(x)) = d(x, h~lf(x)) = d{rV(x), h-lf(x)) < S
by property (i) above. Therefore we may apply Proposition 9 which approximates
g = hlf by a /u.-preservinghomeomorphism h': M -* M with compact support which
belongs to the coarse topology open set h~xY and satisfies d(x, h'{x)) < S for all x
in K. The homeomorphism hh' is obviously in Y, since ft' is in h~XY. Also hh'
belongs to c€=(€{h,K,e) by choice of 8 = (D(E). Finally, by Proposition 5, hh'
belongs to W°a because h' has compact support. Thus we have established that
YnW^n <€ is not empty, as it contains hh'.

PROPOSITION 11. Assume /x(M)<oo. Then for any conjugate-invariant property which
defines a dense ^Ss subset ZFof^ with respect to the coarse topology, SFnX is a dense
$5 subset of df€= St(M) with respect to the compact-open topology.

Proof. Since & and % are dense % subsets of ^ in the coarse topology, so is ^ n %.
Hence & contains an ergodic automorphism de% and consequently the whole
conjugacy class of 0. The rest of the proof now is the same as the proof of Proposition
9, except that Proposition 7 is invoked instead of Proposition 8.

LEMMA 1. Suppose K and R are separating sets of M with K in the interior of R.
K R

Suppose e and e' are ends of infinite measure with e ~ e' but e •/• e'. Then for any
aeR there is a homeomorphism h = h(e,e',a) which is the identity on K, is end-
preserving (h* = identity) and satisfies ct;(Q) = afar any Qe 3.R with e' e Q and e&Q.
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Proof. A tube U x [0,1]""1 (n = dim M) is embedded in M - K which goes from e
(at -oo) to e' (at oo). This can be done so that Lebesgue measure goes into fi (see
[B-E]). The homeomorphism h moves points to the 'right' in the tube tapering off
to the identity on the boundary of the tube, and the identity off the tube. Any
required 'net flow to the right' of a can clearly be achieved.

PROPOSITION 12. Let a = h* for some h e W, and suppose (E, .2, (j,*, a) is incompress-
ible. Then there is a homeomorphism he '3ta such that the induced end-charge c^ is
identically zero.

Proof. By Theorem A we may write M = U j l i ^ where the Kt are separating sets
with Kt in the interior of Ki+1.

Using a finite composition of the 'flows' of Lemma 1 we may easily obtain an
end-preserving homeomorphism hi such that the end-charge of hxh is identically
zero on all cr-invariant subsets of 2.Kl. Then we can find an end-preserving homeo-
morphism h2e "X which is the identity on Kx such that h2hxh induces an end-charge
which is 0 on all cr-invariant subsets of 2.Kl. The limit of this process is the required
homeomorphism h.

THEOREM 2. Let (E, SL, /x*, o~) be the end dynamical system induced by some h e "M,
i.e. h* = o-. Let ^o. = {ge^f: g* = a}. Then %€„ contains an ergodic homeomorphism
if and only if (E, % fi*, cr) is incompressible.

Proof. The 'only i f part was already established in Theorem 1 by showing that if
a is compressible then ^ contains no recurrent homeomorphism. Conversely,
Proposition 12 shows that ^ is not empty, so that Proposition 10 guarantees an
ergodic homeomorphism. If / i (M)<oothen a is always incompressible, and ergodic
homeomorphisms are dense in %„..

THEOREM 3. Suppose a = h* for some h e $f. Then ergodicity is generic (dense %)
in %(a if and only if (E, Si, fx*, cr) is ergodic and incompressible.

Proof. If <T is ergodic and incompressible then the end charge of any g e dKa is
identically zero by Proposition 4(ii). Thus fflZ = %?„. and the result follows from
Proposition 10. If a- is not incompressible the result follows from Theorem 1. If <r
is incompressible but not ergodic then for some separating set K, we can find a
o--invariant l5.StK with ^ t* ( / )^0 and fj.*(~I)^O. Consequently we may choose
infinite measure ends eel and e'e ~ J and construct h = h [e, e', 1) using Lemma
1. If ft' is any homeomorphism in $fCT which is in some compact-open neighborhood
^ of h, then the induced end charge c' = cw will satisfy c ' ( / ) > i The same proof
used in Theorem 1 now shows that h' cannot be recurrent. Hence the compact-open
neighborhood <€ contains no ergodic homeomorphisms, so ergodicity is not generic.

COROLLARY 1. Ergodicity is generic in 26„ if the restriction of a to the set E^, consisting
of ends of infinite measure, is transitive. (An end e e E belongs to Ex iff n-(e(K)) = oo
for every compact set K c M.)

Proof For such a o; the system (E, SI, /x.*, cr) is ergodic and incompressible.
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COROLLARY 2. If a is transitive on E then ergodicity is generic in $fCT.

Proof. This is a special case of Corollary 1, when all ends have infinite measure.
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